
July 7, 1939 

Jgy dear Senator: 

Thank you for sending me a copy of Mr * La Hue's 
letter* I have read it with great interest* 

Mr, La Rue is concerned, as we all are, with the 
problem of putting idle men and idle money together to pro-
duce useful goods and services* He proposes to attack the 
problem by penalizing the holding of money through a tax on 
demand deposits and through the issuance of a special kind 
of depreciating currency* As he would undoubtedly agree, 
this is only ono of several possible approaches to the 
problem* Our practical task is to decide v/hich of these 
approaches is likely to be the most effective and also which 
we are most likely to achieve under our existing institutions* 

Mr* La Rue*s proposal wuld put pressure on people 
to invest their money by making it expensive for them to hold 
it* It would do nothing, however, to create additional in-
vestment opportunities or to increase consumption appreciably* 
This is where I find nsyself diverging from Mr* La Rue in By 
owx approach to the problem* To By mind, it is the lack of 
opportunity for investment rather than an excessive desire to 
hold cash which is keeping &oney idle* 

y 
I have expressed the view on a number of occasions— 

particularly in isy speech at Boston two weeks ago—that our 
basic need is for a better balance between consumption and in-
vestment* It accordingly seems to me that it would be tackling 
things from the vrrong end to try to force more isoney into in* 
vestment simply by making it expensive for people to hold the 
isoney* We should, rather, do everything possible to increase 
consumption* 
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Tills can be accomplished broadly in tm ways. 
First, there should be a reduction of consumption taxes 
which are now, State and Federal, about billions a 
year more than in 1929* In order to make up for the re-
duction in revenue, taxes should be increased on those 
groups whose incomes tend to augment the already large 
amount of idle funds, that is, on individuals in the middle 
income tax brackets and on those corporations which with-
draw money from the income stream—money paid in by con-
sumers but not passed back to them in ̂ ages, dividends, or 
lower prices* 

One of the most important steps would be to re-
vise our present social security plan which is operating 
as a gigantic saving device. We are, in effect, hoarding 
great sums, collected by taxes that bear largely upon con* 
s^ption, when T?e should be paying out benefits on social 
security as a further stimulus to consumption and hence to 
business and industry* It is estimated that by the end of 
this year there will have been collected from payroll taxes 
#1*7 billions, this burden falling almost entirely on con-
smers, whereas, practically nothing has been paid out in 
benefits. In England, payroll taxes amount to only 60 per 
cent of the old-age pensions no?r being paid out, the re-
mainder being financed out of general revenues* 

Secondly, consumption should be further increased 
by increased public investment in useful enterprise of a 
kind that private capital will not undertake, but which, 
nevertheless, can be in part self-liquidating; including 
toll roads, tunnels and bridges; rural rehabilitation and 
farm tenancy loans; extension of rural electrification; 
hospitals and sanitation facilities, and expansion of public 
housing for the lowest inco&e groups* 

•This general course, in my judgment, Is the one 
we must take if we are to have that degree of private enter-
prise, employment and recovery which we so auch desire*^ 

Sincerely yours, 

S* Eccles, 
Chairman. 

Honorable John H» Bankhead, 
Waited States Senate, 

^^ashingtoa, B* C* 
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